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R O S E -H U L M A N I N S T I T U T E
TE R R E H A U T E , I N D I A N A

The C.A.N.D.L.E.S. silent floral arrangement auction raised a total of
$816 for the Holocaust Museum. The
money will be donated to the museum Tuesday, January 27.

Dean Defeated
Democratic
Governor
Howard
Dean, expected for the past several
months to win the Iowa Caucus, lost
to Democratic Senator John Kerry and
Senator John Edwards, putting him in
a traditionally dangerous third place.
However, the results were too close to
accurately predict a likely winner.

Not Feeling the Spirit
On Thursday, NASA resumed a basic
communication link with the Spirit
rover, which had been incommunicado
since Wednesday. The craft is emitted
a particular tone, which indicates a
serious problem onboard. As of yet,
scientists have no true idea what it
could be, but mentioned it could be a
software crash.

State of the union
In his State of the Union Address,
President Bush expressed the desire
to improve welfare through improving
jobs. He also stated that the U.S. would
not be pushing its culture on other
nations, yet would enforce “the nonnegotiable demands of human dignity”,
which include respect for women, free
speech and religious tolerance.

Saturday
Partly Cloudy 44 Hi / 33 Lo
Provided by www.weather.com
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Laura Krause
Staff Writer

C.A.N.D.L.E.S. auction

Friday
Scattered Flurries 34 Hi / 27 Lo

TE C H N O L O G Y

Internship and co-op fair

News Briefs

By Lissa Avery

OF

The Internship and Co-op
Fair is on Wednesday, January 28 from 11:00 a.m. to 4:
00 p.m. The fair provides a
chance for Rose-Hulman
students to take the initiative
in obtaining a summer job by
getting dressed in business
casual and updating a resume
for submission.
On fair day, students should
plan to arrive early enough to
give themselves time to talk
to the companies you’ve
selected. They should meet
with company and organization representatives, and
collect their business card for
a follow-up. This is an opportunity to ask questions to the
representatives; so it helps to
know a little about the company first (try looking at their
website before the Fair). Emailing or sending thank you
notes to all recruiters that you
contacted demonstrates continued interest.
Students should not be

disappointed if the Internship Fair doesn’t land you a
job right away. “Freshman
year, I was very discouraged
after attending the fair. No
one that I talked to was hiring freshmen,” said a Junior
CE.
For freshmen, work
experience that is unrelated
to an engineering job is still
experience. Students should,
rather than telling a possible
employer you have no experience, examine what they have
learned in other jobs. After
some networking and keeping up-to-date on choices
in career services, freshmen
students can land a summer
internship.
In other words, finding a job
will require work. Resumes
should be uploaded onto the
Career Services’ website and
company websites should be
checked out before the fair;
they often have job openings
posted.
Extensive use of networking skills, including talking
to professors, departments,
alumni, even friends of the

Rose-Hulman News

The 2003 Career Fair, earlier this school year, was a success.
family’s who work in a relevant industry, will aid in
finding a summer job.
You can find a list of at-

tending companies at http:
//www.rose-hulman.edu/
careerservices/coopintern20
04company.htm.

Faces of potential presidents
Timothy Green
Odessa Goedert
Staff Writer
The Dean of Engineering at the
University of Alabama, Timothy
Green spoke on Monday in his
bid for the office of president of
Rose-Hulman. Presenting for
only 15 minutes on the “Role
of the President in the Leadership of Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology,” the native
Hoosier asked the audience to
consider leadership, management, and core beliefs as factors in this role.
Green stated that determining the path to maintaining
number one status is “not a
decision made by the President
in isolation” and that he would
encourage
debate,
solicit
input, and graciously accept
criticism.
Green’s management philosophy centers on setting realistic goals. According to Green,
“people need to understand the
reasoning behind decisions”
and “change is good, but must
be managed.”
When it comes to his core
beliefs, Green does not “like
the pecking order” and believes
that the institute should “hire
people [it] plans on tenuring”
rather than professors that are

John Midgley

not tenure candidates.
Questions from the audience
ranged from how he would foster Greek Life to what he saw as
the role of the humanities at
Rose-Hulman.
Diversity was a point of
great interest. Members of the
faculty asked three questions
on the topic, including how
to increase both student and
faculty diversity. Green stated
that if he becomes president,
the Institute will “hire the most
qualified” but that an effort
must be made to hire minority
faculty. He mentioned that it is
often the diversity of the faculty
that recruits a more diverse
student applicant pool, and
subsequently a more diverse
student body.
In response to a question
regarding his motivations for
moving from a large, researchoriented school to a small, undergraduate school, Green said
it was “to be able to focus on
the best and the brightest.”
When asked what he felt the
greatest threat to the continued
success of Rose-Hulman is,
Green indicated both healthcare costs and the increasing
expenses of laboratory hardware.
Continued on Page 3...

Managing partner of Roland
Berger Strategy Consultants,
John Midgely spoke to campus
Thursday regarding his potential leadership of Rose-Hulman. Midgely has an extensive
background in management
and public relations, having
served as the first Executive
Director of the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Foundation and
Center for Public Affairs. He
has authored several books,
given over 60 broadcast interviews, and taught at United
States Military Academy at West
Point during the integration of
women cadets.
Midgely began by asserting
that the “reason for the existence
of Rose-Hulman is its students,”
a comment that elicited some
applause from the audience.
He listed five questions that
Rose-Hulman will need to answer in the coming years. These
questions focused on to global
learning, faculty retention,
lifetime learning, economic
involvement on a local and
global scale, and maintaining
community.
Following a very brief discussion of these topics, Midgely
took questions from the audience, walking out into Hatfield’s
main seating area and interact-

ing with students, faculty, and
staff.
The first question was asked
by a professor, and questioned
Midgely’s views towards the
future of the graduate program and how it will operate
alongside the undergraduate
program.
Midgely asserted
that having an Engineering
Management program “makes
a lot of sense.”
When asked what work experience has best prepared him
for the presidency of Rose-Hulman, Midgely indicated that
there were two major factors:
his time as a teacher, and his
work in the business field. He
said that teaching at West Point
Military Academy taught him
about the educational sector
and how small, demanding
academic communities function. He also put forth that his
time working with high-tech
startups gave him the practice
that will be necessary to manage Rose-Hulman’s administrative affairs.
When asked about diversity,
he stated that Rose-Hulman
students will work in a diverse
workplace, and that they must
learn how during undergraduate school.
Continued on Page 3...
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Classifieds
Chevy Cavalier

3 Bedroom Apartments

1995 Chevy Cavalier, 2-dr
Coupe, Sunroof, auto, 125K,
$1,950, 877-8096

Two 3 bedroom apartments for
rent in Seelyville. $400 Security
deposit. Second floor apartment
$575/mo utilities included. First
floor apartment $595 /mo. utilities included. Leave a message for
John Carrig at 812-665-4051.

Party
We’re having a PARTY with fun
and food at United Campus Ministries Thursday night, Jan. 15, at
7:00 p.m. Come on over and get
acquainted. Bring a friend. We’re
at 321 N 7th St. Call us at 2320186, or e-mail Jack.A.Diel@rosehulman.edu.

Custom Embroidery
FRATERNITITES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS,
ORGANIZATIONS!
Consider embroidered shirts,
bags, jackets, or shorts to mark
this year’s big events. Custom
digitizing, affordable prices.
Small and single orders welcome. Call 478-1334 for information.

Easy Fundraising
Fraternities – Sororities – Clubs
– Student Groups: Earn $1,000
- $2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3hour fundraising event. Our
free programs make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

3 Bedroom House
3 Bedroom House with large bedrooms, 2 baths with tub/shower.
Could comfortably accommodate
3-5 students. Central air and
washer/dryer hookups.
$600/
month+utilities. Only 5 minutes
from campus. Call 234-5680.

Large Contemporary Apt.
Large contemporary apartment
for 2-3 persons. Within 10 minutes of campus. Off street parking. $600/month+electric. Call
234-5680.

Get Your Valentines!
On Feb. 13, the Rose Thorn will be printing students’
and professors’ Valentine hearts.
The hearts will be one column wide by two inches tall,
and will be created from available templates, of which
there are 12.
We will have a table set up in the Commons on Jan. 27
and 28, and Feb. 2 and 3 for sign up.
There has been a price change! For a Valentine
created on Jan. 27 or 28, the cost will be $2.00. For a
Valentine created on Feb. 2 or 3, the cost will be $3.00.

Sign up for Valentines
in the Commons!

2 Bedroom House
2 Bedroom House in nice
quiet neighborhood.
Only 5
minutes from campus. $450/
month+utilities. Call 234-5680.

3 Bedroom Apartment
Furnished three bedroom apartment available Fall quarter. Nine
month lease. $525 includes utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteon (CL104,
Box 171, ext. 8247 or 299-5182) for
more information.

Lunch

One Bedroom Apartment

Join us for Lunch at Rose-Hulman
every 2nd and 4th Friday at 11:30
in the main dining room of the
Student Union. Look for our table
sign. United Campus Ministries,
321 N 7th St. Call us at 232-0186.
Jack.A.Diel@rose-hulman.edu.

Furnished one bedroom apartment available Fall quarter.
Ninemonth lease. $275 includes
utilities.
Contact Dr. Ditteon
(CL104, Box 171, ext. 8247 or 2995182) for more information.

Classified Ads Information
Pricing Information:
$3.00 for first 30 words
+15¢ per additional word
+15¢ per bold-face word

Submission Deadlines:
Ads must be submitted by
Tuesday, 5 p.m. of the week
they are to run.

Discounts:
Professors and students
receive free classifieds.

What to submit:
Insertion Date, Customer’s Contact Name, Address, Phone, and Fax, as
well as the text of the ad.

Where to submit:
Mail to:
Rose Thorn
ATTN: Ad Manager
5500 Wabash Ave
CM 5037
Terre Haute, IN 47803
Fax to:
812-877-8166

Campus Group Ad Pricing Information:
$3.25 per column inch
Full page = $250

The Rose Thorn website, updated for
your viewing pleasure:
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/Thorn
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NEWS
SWE introduces Girl Scouts to Engineering
The Rose Thorn
Friday, January 23, 2004

Bob Schulein
Co-Editor-in-Chief
The Society of Women Engineers (SWE) held an event for the
Covered Bridge Girl Scout Troupe
this past Saturday. Seven stations
were set up in the Union for the
girl scouts to have fun with engineering. Lasting from 9:00 a.m.
to noon, the event attracted 27
girl scouts in 4th – 6th grades.
“Does anyone know what
Chemical Engineers do?” Julie
Knoll asked at the Chemical Engineering station. “They mass produce chemicals!” a young voice
yelled in the crowd.
The Girl Scouts made ice cream
at the ChE station. They mixed
cream, milk, sugar, and flavoring in a plastic bag. This bag was
placed in another bag filled with
ice and rock salt. These bags
were flipped over repeatedly on
a table to make ice cream. In addition to eating the ice cream, the
girls learned about the science
behind it. “It was really fun,” one
girl said.
“After three years, I have mastered the model airplane,” said
Junior Dawn Shipley, who was in
charge of the aerospace station.
“The girls had a lot of fun coloring and throwing the airplanes.
We talked about the models and

I made them tell me examples
before they started.”
At the Civil Engineering station,
the scouts were challenged to
place books on top of eggs without
making the eggs break. Girls also
dared to bridge a gap between
two tables with books. When the
books fell, Amanda Austin and
Cassidy Sutton explained to the
girls what could be improved.
“We put the heavy books on the
bottom,” an excited Girl Scout
said.
“Each group had one section
they were good at,” said Austin.
“Lots of girls are smart. They answered really intelligently.”
Alpha Chi Sigma had a station
set up to show simple chemical
reactions and acid based reactions. “It included a fair amount
of fire,” joked Jess Gunn. “It’s really nice seeing so many different
activities for the girls. They really
enjoy it and always want us to
come back.”
The Aerial Robotics club had
a station set up as well. They
showed how engineering is used
in the club and had a simulation
to control a helicopter. According
to Kyle Heath, many of the girls
were surprised by how difficult
it was. “I hope someone will see
that [engineering] is a cool thing
and think, ‘I can do that’ down

Edited by Lissa Avery
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Melissa Grette supervises at the Mechanical Engineering station of
SWE’s Girl Scout Day.
the road,” Heath said.
The Mechanical Engineering
station had the girls learn about
momentum and friction through
a spinning bike wheel. Girls got
on a spinning platform and stuck
their arms out to learn about air
resistance. They had fun trying
to balance on a teeter-totter-like
balancing beam.
Heidi Park ran the Electrical Engineering station. Girls were challenged to complete circuits using

The future of filesharing on campus
John Kropf
Staff Writer
Recently, the Rose-Hulman
administration has expressed
interest in making a deal with a
legal music downloading firm.
The incorporation of a small
subscription fee into the tuition
to pay for a legal downloading
service might give students an
incentive to use a legal service
to download music, rather
than download it illegally, and
subject the Institute to fewer
lawsuits and subpoenas.
The administration sent
several preliminary requests
for information to many of the
new legal download services,
but Napster 2.0 was the only
one that responded, according
to Pete Gustafson. Pennsylvania State University began a
similar program this year, and
the administration wants to
see how it works for them. Pete
Gustafson noted that the administration was watching the
Pennsylvania State program to
see if it is successful.
File Sharing is as much a pastime on the Rose-Hulman campus just as it is on most other
college campuses. Students use
a variety of tools to share music, movies and software over
the Internet. At its zenith on
campus, file sharing programs
occupied 90% of the available
bandwidth on campus. To the
administration, that amount
of bandwidth usage was unacceptable, and it caused IAIT to
limit severely the amount of
bandwidth that could be used
by peer-to-peer file sharing
applications. Only having a
limited amount of bandwidth
doesn’t seem to stop anyone.
“Peer to peer file sharing traffic
still is as great as it ever was,”
said Dan Hamlin, of IAIT.
The Recording Industry Association of America, or RIAA,
decided to start suing file

sharers who they deem “major much power through the Digioffenders” many months ago. tal Millennium Copyright Act
These people usually have or DMCA. In December, a U.S.
huge illegal music collections, Appeals court ruled against the
and upload quite a few songs to RIAA, saying that the DMCA
other users on a regular basis. doesn’t give copyright holders
Last school year, there were one the right to subpoena names
or two of those people present from ISP’s without first filing a
on the Rose campus, using the formal lawsuit. The RIAA sued
Rose network for distribution. another 532 “major offenders”
The administration received on Wednesday.
several notices from the RIAA
Near the beginning of last
and several more from movie year, an inter-campus file sharstudios like MGM about these ing program appeared called
individuals. There was a deli- Searchtree. Searchtree was a
cate balance between students’ server side script that would
rights and copyright law, so IAIT scan all the shared directories
chose to notify the students that on computers connected to
the Rose netthey
would
searching
be
required
The incorporation of work
for files that
to delete the
a
c o py r i g h t e d a small subscription matched
materials, or fee into the tuition to user’s request.
It was intra-net
risk
loosing
At the
their network pay for a legal down- only.
access,
said loading service might time, the service was not in
Associate
Dean of Stu- give students an in- violation of the
dents
Pete centive to use a legal computer use
policy.
IAIT
Gustafson.
The RIAA’s service to download was not happy
with the service
practice
of music.
since it used up
suing
their
customers has
a lot of network
not won them many friends. bandwidth, and because they
Several of the lawsuits filed were receiving complaints
last year were even less well from students. “Students comreceived with the public than plained that their computers
normal. Particularly, the law- were being scanned without
authorization”
said
suit filed against a 12 year-old their
public housing resident be- Nathan Beittenmier of IAIT.
cause she downloaded several After the student who ran the
children’s songs from KaZaA Searchtree server graduated,
made the public angry. Yet, last a committee was convened
fall, the RIAA sued another 261 and revised the computer use
people. Meanwhile, Verizon - a policy to make services such
large Internet Service Providers as Searchtree in violation of the
that was being harassed by the computer use policy.
Given the RIAA’s recent mass
RIAA to hand over the names
of people the RIAA wanted to suing, and the illegal nature of
sue - decided to file a coun- most file sharing, the admintersuit alleging that the RIAA’s istration hopes an agreement
subpoenaing of names was a with a legal music acquisition
violation of the ISP’s customers firm will reduce the number
rights. The suits argued that of law suits issued against the
the RIAA had been given too institution.

batteries and lights. The girls chatter excitedly as their circuits work
and the light bulbs light up.
Rebecca Martin organized the
event with help from Park. Martin helped last year and really enjoyed the experience. “A couple
years from now, the girls can look
back and remember how much
fun engineering can be,” she
said. “Even if they don’t pursue
engineering as a career, this is a
fun experience for them.”
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Candidates,
from Page 1
Green: Also considered very
important was the question of
expanding enrollment. Green
underscored the need to manage growth because otherwise
Rose-Hulman “couldn’t maintain the quality” that it has
striven for.
Asked about the role of
student input into the future
of Rose-Hulman, Green put
forth that as the Dean of Engineering at the University of
Alabama he often meets with
student groups and, though it
is usually too late in the evening to attend, he is invited to
go bowling with the students.
Midgley: He asserted “an
absolute commitment of everyone” is necessary. He suggested that corporate sponsorships might be one way to
achieve this aim.
When asked about his support of Greek Life, he replied
that Greek organizations are
“part of the fabric of the institution,” just like any other
organization.
He stated that he would
very much like to have a good
relationship with students;
he would like to “be seen as a
mentor…a resource…and an
example” for the students.

Exchange the goods
Stuart Nash
Staff Writer
There are always costs involved
with going to college. Besides
actual tuition, one must pay for
room and board, food, and fun.
On top of all of that, there is still a
frequently large amount of money
spent on books and classroom
materials. Now, with the introduction of the SGA Exchange,
which can be found at http://sga2.institute.rose-hulman.edu/,
that cost might not be so consistently large. Now people have
a forum with which to work out
deals with each other, and not just
on textbooks, but also cars, apartments, and other areas of concern
to the average college student.
Originally, the website was a
personal venture, but now that it
is sponsored by SGA, Ron Zuckerman, SGA Secretary and originator of the idea of an Exchange website, has some help. Chris Humbert
provides technical support, SGA
Vice President Cheryl Fang provides
administrative assistant, and the
SGA Executive Committee and the
Senators, provided testing for the
Exchange when it was first available for access. Mostly, the site
must be monitored to make sure
that no obscene or fraudulent
posts are made. As far as a commitment for Zuckerman, he says
that most of the work put into the
site is the time spent managing,
monitoring, and updating the
forum.
One potential conflict that the
website has is with the current
largest book reseller, our own
bookstore. Many students that
traded in their books with the
bookstore in the past may now
be turning to the SGA Exchange
in order to negotiate a better deal
for both sides. When the site was
originally conceived, Zuckerman
was not on the SGA Executive
committee, and therefore was
not so obviously competing with
the bookstore. Even so, now that
SGA sponsors the site, Zucker-

man maintains that the Exchange
is “here for the students, and
benefits the students. If there is
a problem [with the Bookstore],
they can work with us.”
If a student wants to make a
post on the Exchange, it is a relatively easy process. First off, one
should register on the site with
their username, although at this
time, it’s not mandatory. Next,
they should pick the category
that best describes the item that
they are selling. There are all
kinds of categories, including a
breakdown of textbooks by their
majors, electronics, furniture
and miscellaneous items. Lastly,
choose the category that best suits
you and hit the “newpost” button.
This allows you to type in the
information about your sale and
submit it to the site.
As with any forum where
people sell goods to each other,
there is a chance that something
could go wrong. There is always
the possibility that one person
won’t hold up his end of the bargain, but Zuckerman set up the
Exchange as a medium for people
to post their items for sale, and is
not involved in the actual transactions. He is always available for
feedback from the users, and if
something happens, he’ll know
about it. In the end, it is Zuckerman that can pull the plug on the
Exchange if it gets out of hand.
“This is a service for the students,”
he says, “and if they abuse it, I’ll
take it down.” Zuckerman is always open for suggestions on how
to improve the site, and his biggest hope is to see as many users
as possible on the site.
The SGA Exchange has opened
up a whole new market for students who are looking to get rid
of just about anything they have
lying around. Whether it’s a textbook from freshman year, a computer that no one wants anymore,
or an automobile that needs to go,
the Exchange provides the perfect
forum to match up a seller and
their potential buyer.

SGA ELECTIONS

The Student Government Association will be holding elections for President and Vice-President in
the upcoming weeks. Vice-Presidential primaries will be on Tuesday, January 27, with final elections
following on Tuesday, February 3. All voting will take place online through Banner Web.

Presidential Candidates
needs are met. Allowing Rose
to develop while keeping it
the same place that makes us
unique.
Why do you feel qualified for
this position?
After being Sophomore Class
President and SGA Treasurer, I
believe that I have the qualities
of a good President. A good
President has our focus; every
student of Rose. I will work
for every student, and I want
everyone to feel comfortable
talking with me.

Jake Klug / Junior ME
What are your goals as
President if elected?
To work closely with the new
President and to make sure
that the students’ goals and

What cool event do you think
SGA should sponsor?
There should be an event
during halftime of a football
game where one person wins a
chance to stand in one of those
money blowing boxes.

What are your goals as
President if elected?
To further involve students
in campus activities and
ensure
that
my
peers’
concerns are voiced to
the Board of Trustees or
Administration. I would also
like to expand SGA’s role to
be a form, activities provider,
and source of change.

Why do you feel qualified for
this position?
As the current, SGA VicePresident and also having
been a senator, I feel my
experience will lead to
another exec committee that
works well together and with
senates.

Cheryl Fang / Junior EE
What cool event do you think
SGA should sponsor?
A popular band to play on
campus.

Vice-Presidential Candidates

Ron Zuckerman / Junior CE

Roger Wiltfong / Sophomore CHEM

Derek Trobaugh / Sophomore AB

What are your goals as Vice-President
if elected?
I would like to meet with the new
president regularly to keep him
informed about student opinion and
desires. I started the SGA exchange and
would like to expand it further.

What are your goals as Vice-President
if elected?
To assist the president in every
possible way in running SGA and to
make sure the senate meetings are well
organized.

What are your goals as Vice-President
if elected?
To encourage SGA to sponsor more
school wide events like tailgating, Eweek, and a community service event.
SGA should not just sponsor clubs
but provide something for the whole
student body to participate in.

Why do you feel qualified for this
position?
I’ve been a senator 2 times and on the
SGA executive board one term. I have a
good understanding of SGA policies.

What event do you think Rose-Hulman’s
SGA should sponsor?
A concert from a band such as Creed,
Linkin Park, Incubus, Weezer, etc.

Why do you feel qualified for this
position?
I’ve been an SGA senator this year
and have learned the duties and
responsibilities of the vice president.
I’ve had other leadership experience
such as President of NHS in high
school and scholarship chairman of my
fraternity.
What event do you think Rose-Hulman’s
SGA should sponsor?
A Texas Hold’em Tournament.

Why do you feel qualified for this
position?
I am the Publicity Director right now,
and I have held leadership positions
before. I know how the SGA meeting are
run and I feel like I could run them more
efficiently.
What event do you think Rose-Hulman’s
SGA should sponsor?
A 5v5 basketball tournament like SGA’s
5v5 soccer tournament.

ENTERTAINMENT
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“21 Grams” is worth its weight
Bob Schulein
Co-Editor-In-Chief
“21 Grams” opens with a
striking picture: A contemplative
Paul Rivers (Sean Penn) drags
on a cigarette in the background
while Christina Peck (Naomi
Watts) sleeps soundly barebreasted.
The opening shot
sets the raw tone for director
Alejandro González Iñárritu’s
second picture. It’s all at once:
shocking, emotional, intense,
and strangely uplifting. It is not a
movie you will soon forget.
So much of this movie works
together to create an amazing
portrait: story telling that makes
a typical Quentin Tarantino
movie feel straight forward, three
stellar performances that go from
understated to overbearing in a
heartbeat, and a sparse score that
enhances the gritty camerawork
to keep you on the character’s
emotional wavelength. Iñárritu

imdb.com

Iñárritu also directed the 2000
release, “Love’s a Bitch.”

tells his story out of temporal
order; the opening shot does
not occur until near the ending
in story time.
A seemingly
meaningless set of dialogue
near the beginning gains new
meaning later in the film. This
technique is very effective in
keeping you on the edge of your
seat, albeit confusing at first. I
didn’t know what was going on
for the first 15 minutes.
I went in to the theater
expecting a drug movie ala Darren
Aranofski’s 2000 “Requiem for a
Dream.” The two movies are in
fact very different with an overall
intensity and heaviness linking
them together. “Requiem” told
of an ensemble cast descending
into drug addiction; “21 Grams”
tells of ordinary people being
brought together by terrible
accidents.
I left the theater stunned by the
power of the performances and
by how well they were captured
on film.
Watts continues
to amaze me with both her
onscreen presence and depth
of emotions. Penn’s face adds
all the right emotional baggage
in all the right places. You know
just by looking at him that he’s
been through a lot.Benicio Del
Toro also brings emotional
weight to his character. In some
ways, his Jack Jordan is the most
conflicted of the three leads: he
plays a former all-around-badguy turned devout Christian. He
seeks spiritual retribution for the
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Out This Week...
Movies
The Butterfly Effect
Directed by Eric Bress
& J. Mackye Gruber
Starring Ashton Kutcher
Rated R
Win a Date with Tad Hamilton!
Directed by Robert Luketic
Starring Kate Bosworth
Rated PG-13

DVD
imdb.com

“21 Grams” features the acting talents of Naomi Watts and Sean
Penn.
vile acts of his past. Del Toro is
excellent, as always.
The gritty cinematography
enhances the intensity of the
story and performances. Desaturated colors create a very
high contrast look which adds a
certain dread to the proceedings.
The high amount of film grain
on screen makes the movie feel
almost like a documentary at
times. If the performances were
worse, this would seem silly, but
is done just right here.
It is only upon reflection that
I was able to spot flaws with
the film. Maybe if the story
would have been told in correct
temporal order, the events would
have been more melodramatic.
Like many movies dealing

with mortality, there are some
passages of over-exaggerated
philosophizing and overt artistry.
Some of the thoughts of fate done
by Penn’s character didn’t seem to
add much to the movie, and just
created some distractions.
Minor dents aside, this is one
hell of a film. The performances
make a somewhat sensational
story seem just right. Iñárritu
avoids the sophomore slump by
throwing conventional time out
the window and by using a gritty
camera technique to tell his tale.
The story itself is very intense
and depressing at times though
it ends on a hopeful note. I
hope Iñárritu continues to make
pictures as good as this.

The Accidental Tourist
Directed by Lawrence Kasdan
Starring William Hurt
Open Range
Directed by Kevin Costner
Starring Kevin Costner
Rated R
Once Upon a Time in Mexico
Directed by Robert Rodriguez
Starring Antonio Banderas
Rated R
Spellbound
Directed by Jeffrey Blitz
Starring Harry Altman et al.
“Dinotopia”
Directed by Mario Azzopardi
Starring Erik von Detten

A good anime: “Millenium Actress”
As a point of order, I would
like to state a fact: I do not
like much anime. To me, it
has been “dumbed-down” for
our occidental needs, which
is the case with most foreign
entertainment
sensations.
Need I remind you all that the
first “Harry Potter” book was
about the Philosopher’s Stone?
Regardless, seeing beyond all the
material which, in my eyes, is like
a good martial arts film, only not
as well made, I discover a pearl
thrown before swine.
This movie came out in America
in October, but I did not have a
chance to view it until December.
There, in my home, I watched
it, and then I watched it again.
Both times in Japanese, with
the thankful lack of some poorly
executed English overdubbing.
It tells the story of Chiyoko
Fujiwara (voiced by Miyoka
Shôji, Mami Koyama and Fumiko
Orikasa), famous film actress,
who pulled a Salinger, and went
into seclusion some time after
her last film. She has granted
Genya Tachibana (voiced by
Shôzô Îzuka) the opportunity to
interview her in her elder years.
As she recounts her life, the
flashbacks integrate bits of real

life with bits from the movies in
which she starred.
This is when it gets weird.
We see young Chiyoko running
around town, and suddenly
Genya and his camera man are
filming her. Are they filming
her, or some child actress for
a documentary? No. They are
just putting themselves into
her recollection as if they were
actually there. I enjoyed this
aspect greatly, and realized two
things:
This concept would look neat
as live-action but it looks better
how it is.
Watching this movie reminded
me of several great films of the
yesteryears. Constantly, I was
reminded of Citizen Kane with
the flashbacks and ever-present
McGuffin (Kane’s “Rosebud”
and Chiyoko’s key). As well, I was
reminded of every form of Asian
cinema I loved and admired,
ranging from Feudal Fantasy, to
Martial Arts, to Giant Radioactive
Monster. In a broad, blanketing
statement, this movie reminded
me of every movie I’ve ever
enjoyed.
If you are a fan of animated film,
and would enjoy something that
has quality coinciding with its
quantity, I daresay you shall find
entertainment within the years
of this “Millennium Actress.”

Busy with a lot of
homework?
Turn that πr2 into Pizza Pie
with your friends at Papa
John’s.
ONLY

Extra Large
One-Topping

DreamWorks

“Millennium Actress” is renowned animé director Satoshi Kon’s
action-packed and critically acclaimed cinematic masterpiece.

999

Campus Only

Limited Delivery Area - Coupon Required
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE
AVAILABLE Expires: 5/28/04. Not valid
with any other offer. Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable
sales tax. Additional toppings extra.

1234 WABASH AVE.
Store Hours...
Mon-Wed: 9am - 1am
Thurs-Sat: 9am - 2am
Sunday: 12pm - 12am

232-PAPA

One Large
One-Topping
ONLY

Jacob P. Silvia
Entertainment Editor

799

Campus Only

Limited Delivery Area - Coupon Required
ORIGINAL OR THIN CRUST WHERE
AVAILABLE Expires: 5/28/04. Not valid
with any other offer. Valid only at participating locations. Customer pays all applicable
sales tax. Additional toppings extra.
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Practicing politics may not make perfect

This was a wild week. Not only
did I come to learn that designing
an airplane is hard work, but the
football teams going to the Super
Bowl have been determined, the
first Presidential Primary was held,
Israel attacked Hezbollah camps in
Lebanon, and the President gave
his State of the Union Address. If
you missed any of those things, I
pity you, because those caucuses
in Iowa were caucuses you would
not want to miss.
I will start chronologically, so
the people who think the Super
Bowl is more important will not
be offended. Except if you think
the Super Bowl is more important
than the State of the Union
Address, you need to destroy your
Voter’s Registration card.
Regardless, the Super Bowl
will not feature Indiana’s beloved
Colts, as I am sure most of you
already know. Actually, I only
assume that they are beloved, due
to the response of the community
after Indy beat Tampa Bay. Not
that I am bitter any more that
Peyton and his folks beat the team
holding the World Championship.
Which Indy will not get a chance
to play for this year.
Iowa, the Cornhusker State,
or the Buckeye State, or possibly
some other equally preposterous
nickname, has the distinction
of having the first Presidential
Primary of the election year. This
manifests itself once every four
years in what is called a “caucus,”
which, aside from being a very
comically sounding word, is a very
delicate and deep-rooted tradition
in the democratic process that
nobody, inside or outside of Iowa,
actually understands. John Kerry
ended up winning the state, with
John Edwards coming in second,
even though Howard Dean had

been leading the way from the threats abroad and providing
beginning. Maybe Florida would the security that, he contends,
not have been so embarrassed is greater now than it was
last election if we just said that before he took office. The often
Palm Beach County was having a maligned Patriot Act was the
“caucus.”
centerpiece of the domestic
Israeli
warplanes
bombed side of his security efforts,
some alleged terrorist training which he requested Congress
camps in Lebanon in response to renew. The thing about
to some Hezbollah terrorists the Patriot Act is that it is very
attacking an Israeli bulldozer hard to figure out what it lets
with a shoulder fired missile. The law enforcement do that they
best part is that the bulldozer was could not before, aside from
clearing roadside explosives. I say reading the gigantic law for
“alleged terrorist training camps” yourself. It passed hugely in
because when you consider both the House (357-66) and
terrorist training camps, I picture Senate (98-1) after September
something out of Full Metal Jacket 11, 2001, which suggests that
with some crazed fundamentalist members of both parties
screaming in Arabic, of instead thought it might have been a
R. Lee Ermey yelling “One, Two, good idea, considering what had
Three, Four, I love Marine Corps,” just happened. There are certainly
which seems like a very easy thing things in it that probably are not
to pick out. Obviously, that is for the best; I am not particularly
probably not the case. Anything keen on law enforcement agencies
from a mosque to the Lebanese being able to get warrants without
equivalent of Rural King could be a judge, but I also do not think that
used as a terrorist staging area.
it would be particularly hard for
The big ring in this circus of them to get a warrant with a judge.
a week was, of course, the State Mostly, I think that people who are
of the Union, which is the only screaming about it do not know
event where an equal amount of what it says; as soon as I get a free
attention is paid to who stands couple of hours, I will read it and
and claps as there is for what they let you guys know. But I would not
are standing and clapping for. hold my breath, if I were you.
President
Appearing the day
Bush
also
after the strongest
Anything from
urged Congress
Democratic
a mosque to
to give more
candidate, Howard
money
to
Dean, lost an upset
the Lebanese
education
in Iowa and gave
in a number
a very unusual equivalent of Rural
of ways, like
speech (which if
King
could
be
continuing
you have not seen
used as a terrorist support for the
yet, you really have
No Child Left
to), President Bush
staging area.
Behind
Act,
shook the whole
making more
political scheme up
Advanced
simply by doing his
Placement classes available to low
Constitutionally mandated job.
It was not all fun and games, income schools, and approving
though.
Bush did point out more federally funded grants. The
the need to get steroids out of President also suggests that social
professional sports. Wait a minute, security go back to those who pay
it to allow for private investing,
that is still fun and games.
He did actually have a number while also stating that tax breaks
of important things to say, which should be made permanent. He
is good, since he’s the President. explains that this can all be done
President Bush was outspoken, and the deficit can be reduced
as he should have been, about by half in five years. I am not an
supporting the soldiers who economist, but between Iraq, Mars
are defending the country from and the other things he asked for, if

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editors,
Rose-Hulman
Institute
of
Technology is a community
filled with caring students,
faculty and staff members. This
fact was reinforced on Dec.
13, 2003, when approximately
200 students, faculty and staff
assembled 450 bicycles and
tricycles for the Exchange
Club of Terre Haute’s Bikes
For Tykes community project.
The bicycles assembled that
brisk winter morning were
distributed before Christmas
to
underprivileged
youths
in several communities in
Indiana and Illinois, including
Terre Haute, West Terre Haute,
Sullivan, Spencer and Ellettsville.
In each case, the bicycles
brought a smile to the faces
of
the
surprised
youth,
and hardy handshakes and
hugs from gracious parents.
All of this wouldn’t have

been possible without the
support of the Rose-Hulman
community. Volunteers included
members of Rose-Hulman Greek
organizations, the varsity football
team and other students. The
Facilities Operations Department
provided
heated
workspace
for the assembly process, air
pumps, and a kitchen area for
serving lunch. Susan Reynolds,
manager of grounds services,
helped coordinate the workspace
and Wayne Spary, vice president
of facilities, lent a helping hand
and words of encouragement.
Football Coach Ted Karras and
member of his coaching staff, and
Civil Engineering Department
Chair
Robert
Houghtalen
helped keep things moving at a
steady pace. The 451 bikes were
assembled in less than four hours!
Tom Miller, Erik Hayes,
Donna Gustafson and Pete
Gustafson of the Student Affairs
Office supported the project by

encouraging student organizations
to lend a helping hand.
It was extremely heartwarming
to see the campus come
together for this project that
touched so many aspects of
community. We gave back in
a big way. And, the lessons
learned by this project won’t be
realized for many years to come.
On behalf of the Exchange Club
of Terre Haute, I wanted to thank
everyone for their support and
salute their efforts on this project.
You helped make my Christmas!

Dale H. Long
Associate Director of
Communications
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology/
Co-Chair, Bikes For Tykes
Project
Exchange Club of Terre
Haute

Write for the Thorn
Opinions@rose-hulman.edu

White House photo by Eric Draper
this plan checks out, Bush should
be kept on as President forever.
I guess between wars, thieving
corporations and lying mutual
fund houses, there has been a
lot of spending that is out of the
ordinary. So who knows, maybe it
is a fluke that the first Republican
controlled Federal Government is
spending so wildly.
The President did not neglect
the same-sex marriage question.
He said that judges were acting
politically and not in accordance
with the will of the people with
respect to homosexuality. Judges
should do neither of those things;
a judge is supposed to act outside
of politics and independently
of the will of the people. People
have opinions and beliefs, and
will follow them when making
tough decisions.
Fortunately,
judges, who are mostly made up of
people, do not have to make many
of those, so we should be ok.
If the judges do decide to
continue to rule in an judicially
activist manner, the President
made clear he would support an
amendment to the Constitution
establishing marriage as a union
between a man and woman, which
would be a terrible idea. Marriage
is a state issue, and there is already
federal law on the books stating
both of those things. I think the
issue is that judges should be
held more accountable to their
politically motivated decisions
when they should be making legal
ones (which is all the time).

Congress was also charged to
find a way to lower health care
costs. This sounds like a great
idea, unless public money is spent
to do that. A tax-payer funded
health care does not fall within the
role of government.
Afterwards, as is customary, the
minority party (Democrats, for
those of you who have not been
following along) gets a chance to
rebut. What a colossal waste of
time that was. The House and
Senate Minority Leaders spoke,
and neither one said anything.
The only redeeming thing is that
they did not take that long to say it.
Actually, it was a lot like, watching
Robert “Why am I here” DeNiro
on Saturday Night Live, who read
every line he had. Tom Daschle,
the Senate Minority Leader, had
a very engaging and comforting
style to his speech, though.
This week was a pretty good
one for the Republican Party and
George Bush. His biggest rival in
the Democratic Party suffered a
humiliating defeat in Iowa then
gave a humiliating concession
speech, he got to give a speech
in front of the United States
Congress and Supreme Court
and 60 million television viewers,
and just found out who is going
to be playing in the Super Bowl in
his home state next month. This
week is why kids say “I want to be
the President when I grow up.”
That and being able to kick the
crap out of a guy that did some
mean stuff to your dad.

Subject outperforms speaker
Nic Cramer
Guest Writer
From youth on, I have been
interested in the philosophies of
a great man, Martin Luther King,
Jr., who was able to mobilize an
entire population in defense of
the “unalienable rights” that were
set forth by the Founding Fathers
of our great nation. Before him,
an entire race was subjected
to second class citizenship.
Denied these rights, the right
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness, the American Dream
seemed a distant goal, unreachable
to all people of this nation. When
I saw the signs posted around
campus to hear a speech about this
great leader of men, a visionary of
human equality who brought this
plight of many into light, I was
excited to gain more knowledge on
his method, his life, and his vision
for the future of American Society.
Instead, I was filled with
information about how, at most,
a man’s life was influenced
tangentially by the speeches
of Martin Luther King. These
connections seemed tenuous and
difficult to follow, as we “traveled

from location to location” in the
speaker’s life. Had these situations
been shown to connect with the
life of MLK, or at worst, be shown
to coincide with the philosophy of
the man, I may have been more
appreciative of the speech, but as it
was, the only thought I could gather
was “what a waste of an hour and a
half.” I believe a video tape of his
speeches would have carried more
meaning than the rubbish we were
fed. I walked away from the speech
about as satisfied as I would be had
I had gourmet meal of Doritos.
The high point came when the
room joined hands with those
around us, holding in mind what
MLK’s life has meant to us, both
on a personal and political level.
The energy in the room was
almost palpable as no words were
exchanged, but all people who were
gathered, no matter the race, creed,
or age thought about the affect one
person had on the world as we
know it. Next year, I encourage a
moderated discussion group where
all the people gathered can share
their experiences with attitudes of
people, and how these attitudes
have changed since the Civil
Rights movement of the 1960’s.
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL (6-10, 2-3 SCAC)
Last Week:
Rose-Hulman 64, Centre College 45 – Rose-Hulman
came out strong over Centre College Sunday afternoon,
led by freshman forward Rebekah Forsyth. Forsyth
supplied career-highs with 25 points and 17 rebounds,
plus three blocked shots, before earning a rest on the
bench.
Jessica Farmer also had a great game, with a seasonhigh 19 points on 4-8 shooting from behind the arc and
three assists and four rebounds. Freshman Suzy Carlson,
a recent walk-on, made things happen instantly, passing
off a game- and career-high nine assists. She grabbed
seven rebounds and made three steals as well.
University of the South 57, Rose-Hulman 54 – The
Fightin’ Engineers didn’t give up, but were defeated in
a heartbreaking last-second surge by the Tigers Friday
night.
Sophomore Anna Hall led the team with 17 points and
eight rebounds, Forsyth added 14 and five, and Farmer
supplied 10 and four, with four steals. Carlson dished out
five assists against Sewanee and was second on the team
with six rebounds.

MEN’S BASKETBALL (10-5, 4-1 SCAC)
Last Week:
Centre College 66, Rose-Hulman 60 – RoseHulman led by as many as 12 points in the first
half, but Centre’s depth helped them overcome the
seven-point deficit at the break Sunday afternoon.
The Engineers were led by junior Phil Griffith,
who put up a season-high 21 points and shot
8-12 from the floor. Junior Jason Ludwig added
15 points, sophomore Munchie Muskeyvalley
contributed 12, and senior Mike Cusic pulled down
a team-high five rebounds. The Engineers drop
into a tie with Centre and Trinity University to top
the SCAC standings.
Rose-Hulman 76, University of the South 60 –
The Fighting Engineers didn’t look back, leading by
13 at the half and playing a steady second period,
earning their fourth conference win Friday night.
Muskeyvalley lead all scorers with 23 points (on
only one two-point basket) and Griffith supplied 19
from inside. Cusic and Kareem Lee each grabbed
six rebounds. Lee and Muskeyvalley each dished
out four assists.

This week:
Rose-Hulman vs. Oglethorpe University (5-10, 2-3
SCAC) – Fri., Jan. 23, 6 p.m., at Hulbert Arena (Terre
Haute, Ind.).

This week:
Rose-Hulman vs. Oglethorpe University (7-7, 3-2
SCAC) – Fri., Jan. 23, 8 p.m., at Hulbert Arena (Terre
Haute, Ind.).
Rose-Hulman vs. Millsaps College (2-12, 1-4 SCAC)
– Sun., Jan. 18, 12 noon, at Hulbert Arena.
TRACK AND FIELD
Last Week:
Women 1st, Men 4th at Rose-Hulman Opener
– The Lady Engineers scored 88 points to
defeat Franklin and Greenville Saturday. The
men fell just short, as Vincennes (99), Wabash
(98), and Greenville (94) squeezed past the
team’s 90-point effort to defeat Franklin (18).
Individual winners for the women include
senior Rachel Rieck in the 400-m dash (1:
03.97) and freshman Ashley Bernal in the
200-m dash (28.44). The men were led by first
place finishes in the weight throw by senior
Dylan Tarr (14.83 m) and in the pole vault by
freshman Ryan Schipper (13’ 6”).
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Junior Philip Griffith averaged 20 points and 4.5 rebounds
last weekend.

Rose-Hulman vs. Millsaps College (3-12, 0-5 SCAC)
– Sun., Jan. 18, 2 p.m., at Hulbert Arena.

ATHLETES OF ACCOMPLISHMENT
M. Basketball:
Philip Griffith scored a season-high 21 points against Centre and 19
over Sewanee for a 20 point, 4.5 rebound average last weekend. He is
shooting 57.6% from the floor this season.
W. Basketball:
Rebekah Forsyth raised her career high in points and rebounds again,
with 25 and 17 against Centre. (That’s just one board over a doubleperfect-square.) She brought her averages up to 16.7 ppg and 10.4 rpg.
Swimming:
Alison Hasbargen set a school record of 2:47.07 in the 200-yard
butterfly in the team’s last home meet of the season Saturday.
Track and Field:
Bri Leahy, with much practice and determination, made the first
intercollegiate pole vault clearance in the women’s program history.

WRESTLING
Last Week:
Rose-Hulman 13th of 21 teams at North
Central – Sophomore Tom Aigner took
fifth in his 197-lb weight class, compiling
a 3-2 record with one pin. Freshman Billy
Whitehouse (141 lb) also went 3-2 on the
weekend, and heavyweight Dan Goebel
ended 2-2 with a pin.
Next Week:
Rose-Hulman at Spartan Mat Classic – Sat.,
Jan. 24, 9 a.m., at Manchester College (North
Manchester, Ind.).

SWIMMING AND DIVING
Last Week:
Men 1st, Women 2nd vs. Transylvania – The men won nine individual victories
and the women took four, hosting Transylvania last Saturday. Seniors Klynt
Gerde and Ryan Mackos, with sophomore Brent Nelson, won two relay events,
and Gerde placed first in the 200-yd breaststroke (2:29.61). Mackos claimed the
200 butterfly (2:06.14) and Nelson picked up the 500 freestyle (5:08.88). They
joined junior Todd Wallace, who topped the 100-yd freestyle (51.41) to win the
medley relay.
On the women’s side, junior Alison Hasbargen attained a school record of 2:
47.07 in the 200-yard butterfly. Junior Jes Frank won the mile-long 1650 freestyle
in 18:49.54 and Megan Gollhofer picked up the 200 breaststroke (2:51.58).
Catherine Walker added a win in the one-meter diving event with 98.81 points.

RIFLE (5-2)
Last Week:
Rose-Hulman 6,022, Morehead State 5,902 – The Engineers shot their way to
a victory in their first match of the new year, defeating Morehead State Saturday.
They were led by senior Jason LaBella who took team honors in both smallbore
(1160) and air rifle (381). Junior Jennifer Lowe shot a personal best 1128 in the
smallbore competition.
Xavier 6,155, Rose-Hulman 6,012 – Rose-Hulman was defeated by Xavier
University, a top-five nationally ranked team, Sunday afternoon. The Engineers
were topped again by LaBella’s 1165 smallbore score, which was a match-high as
well. Lowe supplied a 388 air rifle to lead the team. Mike Raffay shot an 1130 in the
smallbore competition, but Xavier had more depth, with three shooters between
LaBella and Raffay.

Next Week:
Rose-Hulman at Millikin University – Sat, Jan. 24, 1 p.m., at Decatur, Ill.

Next Week:
Rose-Hulman vs. Purdue University and Illinois State – Sat., Jan. 24, 9 a.m., at
Rose-Hulman Rifle Range, Cook Stadium (Terre Haute).

Upcoming athletic events
Tonight, January 23, 2004
Women’s Basketball vs. Oglethorpe University, 6 p.m.
Men’s Basketball vs. Oglethorpe University, 8 p.m.

Sunday, January 25, 2004
Men’s Basketball vs. Millsaps College, Noon
Women’s Basketball vs. Millsaps College, 2 p.m.

Tomorrow, January 24, 2004
Rifle Team vs. Purdue University (with Illinois State), 9 a.m.
Wrestling at Spartan Classic, 9 a.m.
Track and Field hosts home meet, Noon
Swimming at Millikin University, 1 p.m.

Wednesday, January 28, 2004
Men’s Basketball at Thomas More College, 8 p.m.

(Games in bold denote home games.)
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Herbig’s Pun of the Week
My friend forgot to pay me for the computer
that I sold him. He has bad cache memory.
Engineers declared part of “Y-Axis of Evil”
In his State of the Union speech last
Tuesday, President Bush announced that
his administration’s infamous “Axis of Evil”
has now been extended into two “Axes of
Evil.” The “X-Axis of Evil” is composed of
the remaining nations from the original
Axis, plus France and Luxembourg. The
surprising part of the declaration was the
composition of the “Y-Axis of Evil,” described
by President Bush as “perpenidicular to the
X-Axis but lying in the same evil plane.” This
Y-Axis contains “engineers, Michael Moore,
marine biologists, Michael Moore, and any
other submersives that threaten our country,
which is America.” Added the President, “It
also contains Michael Moore.”
Rose-Hulman has reportedly responded to
the announcement by adding two classes to
the freshman curriculum: SL 131 (Guerilla
Warfare in the Modern Age) and CHEM 181
(Introduction to Simple Explosives).

Norman, coordinate!

Friday, January 23, 2004

Top Ten Ways to Destroy Your Laptop
10.Threaten with craft knife, lose patience, bury charred casing beneath Chapel
9. Use it as a coaster for a ridiculously large cup of Mountain Dew from Bigfoot
8. Liquid-cool it with liquid Kool-Aid®
7. Hit it with a rock until it stops mocking your primitive mind with its bright colors
6. Five ways from Sunday
5. Loan it to Hertz on “Wine-Cooler Night”
4. Install Linux, MS-DOS, OS/2, Kabbalistic Hexes
3. Attempt to deep-fry Twinkies® using heat from power supply
2. Tell it that everything Harry Mudd says is a lie
1. Submit it to IAIT for routine maintenance

Wacky Prof Quotes
“We’re gonna be slammin’ it down your throat all through this course...”
--Prof. Ferguson, on the unwritten syllabus
“Water and twelve are the same damn thing.”
--Prof. Sherman, relating a tautology
“Don’t say ‘to-mei-to!’ It’s not ‘to-mei-to.’ We say ‘to-maa-to!’”
--Prof. Kubota, telling why the Japanese will never call the whole thing off
“Are you all in phase with me?”
--Prof. Rostamkolai, with a nefarious power joke
“We’re allowed to execute one a month. I’m below my quota.”
--Prof. Sherman, on how to deal with unruly students
“The only answer I can give you, and you’re not going to like it, is magic.”
--Prof. Moore, on the principles behind digital inverters
“If you’re loading pictures, which kind are you going to care about the most?
Well, pornography.”
--Prof. Mutchler, on the priorities of college students
“If you ever get here in the morning and that damn bell tower that plays songs
right outside my office has been blown up... suspect me.”
--Prof. Carvill, raising the terror alert level to Ernie
“Now, you might be thinking I put together the lecture for today while drinking...”
--Prof. Muir, in an besotted rant
“That’s the great thing about being a math professor: you can make up problems
and give them to your students!”
--Prof. Carlson, deviously
“I’m just imagining the Luke Stark brand of vigilante justice...”
--Prof. House, trembling with fear
Send your prof quotes or other humor material to flipside@rose-hulman.edu

This Day in History
John Hancock is born,
putting a welcome end to
the widespread practice of
referring to your signature
as your “King Pepin the
Short of the Franks.”
In Addition
Save all barcodes.

The Little Line o’ Litigious Lard: The content of The Flipside is intended to be purely humorous, and it does not represent the opinions of The Rose Thorn or Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology.
It doesn’t represent anybody’s opinions, I hope. If you’re offended, well, it happens. All material is copyright of its respective owner. They are not to be twisted. They are to be gently caressed.

